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Introduction
Costa (in Ardiyanti, 2016), reading activities are the basis of critical thinking activities. Dawson (in Jahrir, 2020)
states that practicing language skills means practicing thinking skills. Language skills are early acquired and
advanced by acquiring further language skills (Tarigan, 2015: 1). Tampubolon (in Mutiadi & Sugianto, 2015)
states that reading is one of the four main languages and components of writing. In this case, at least students
can identify the main ideas in medium to long-length texts, find information based on explicit criteria, and
reflect on the purpose and form of the text. In 2015, reading ability in Indonesia increased (397), but in 2018 it
fell again (371) to the level in 2001 (371). This research aims to measure how high critical thinking and foreign
language reading skills are in Korean. Moreover, this study measures how high the relationship between critical
thinking and reading skills is.



Literature Review
1. Liaw (2007) aims to promote critical thinking skills and EFL (English Foreign Language) as a content-based

approach. It aligned with current research that language is a way of thinking. The critical thinking result can
be concluded into two categories. First is the taking meaning from the story, and the second is the
assessment of the two protagonists in the story. However, the results of reading skills are inconsistent with
reading activities, primarily in English, not only the content but also the other benefit that students can
enthusiastically report to increase their self-confidence and motivation in learning.

2. Aditiara, Ngadiso, and Drajati (2018) found a positive correlation between critical thinking and critical
reading skills. Then the results of the correlation between grammar and critical reading ability, as well as a
positive correlation between critical thinking, grammar, and critical reading.

3. Wijayanti, Sutarsyah, and Huzairin (2015) found in their research that the correlation resulted that the
coefficient of critical thinking with reading comprehension ability is 746. The correlation was higher than
the value of the r table (746 > 33). Meanwhile, the simultaneous contribution of students' criticality and
reading comprehension ability (r2) was 557 or 55.7%, and 543 or 54.3% influenced by other variables.



Method
The method used in this study is a quantitative method with a correlational design. This research have a
partisipants. The technique that is used in selecting the sample is by using the “simple random sampling”
regardless of the strata within the population. With some considerations for the research sample, 73 people are
chosen as the population in this study. Sample in this research is 62 respondents that have been calculated using
Slovin formula with a margin of error due to the sampling error that can be tolerated is 5%. Instruments that are
used in this study are critical thinking questionnaires and Korean reading skill tests. The guidelines for the
critical thinking questionnaires are based on the theory by Ennis (1996, p. 2) who argue that there are 5 (five)
steps in critical thinking activity, which are: (1) provide basic explanation, (2) construct primary skills, (3)
conclude, (4) give advance explanation, and (5) arranging strategies and tactics. Meanwhile the guidelines for
reading test is by using devices such as questions to check the results of the text that had been read by using the
Tampubolon theory (2008; p. 241-243) who stated that (1) language skill, (2) formulating the information in
advance, (3) reading strategy, and (4) reading interest, as the main purpose to achieve reading skill. Texts that
are given are essays by Lee Tae Ho in Korean essay anthology with title “20人의詩수필선집”.



Findings and Discussion*
No

Indicator of Critical Thinking 

Skills
Average Value

1 Provide basic explanation 5.58

2 Construct primary skills 13.65

3 Conclude 19.17

4 Give advance explanation 10.86

5
Arranging strategies and 

tactics
2.85

Total average 52.10

No. Achievement Indicators Reading Skills Average 

Score

1 Able to explain the content Reading interest 5.40

2 Able to explain the text with 

the sources listed

Formulate information 

in advance

6.18

3 Able to comprehend the given 

vocabulary

Language skill 9.76

4 Able to perceive the arguments 

about the text

Reading strategy 10.29

5 Able to analyze the text Reading strategy 6.50

Average score 38.23



Findings and Discussion*
• The first table indicates that the correlation value (R) is 0.371. This correlation value has a coefficient of determination (R Square) of 0.137, which means that the

independent variable (critical thinking) affects the dependent variable (reading skills) by 13.7%. The second table explains that the calculated F value obtained is

13.767 with a Statistical Significance (Sig.) value obtained being 0.003. So, the result of Sig. value obtained, which is 0.003 < 0.05, can be used to predict the

critical thinking variable. In other words, there is an effect of the Critical Thinking variable (X) on the Reading Skills variable (Y).

• In conclusion, from the previous studies mentioned, there are some similarities and differences in the result of the research. Research similarities between Samsudin
and Hardini (2019) and Lee (2020), respondents in the same research studies are students and university students. While the study by Liaw (2007), the respondent
research study is a student aged 12-13 years old or first year of junior high school; thus, being researched can affect age. The studies of Samsudin and Hardini (2019)
and Lee (2020) resulted in that high-level critical thinking skills. In Samsudin and Hardini's research (2019), critical thinking skills are high by influencing student
skills. While in Lee's research (2020), critical thinking skills are high because the method for critical thinking skills uses the discussion method in learning. In
contrast, the study by Liaw (2007) found no difference between before and after the test intended to measure critical thinking skills. As Ormrod stated (2009, p. 411)
that the ability to think, especially critical thinking, begins to emerge slowly during childhood to adolescence. Then, in line with the opinion of Anggraeni (2015)
that the critical thinking ability of early childhood is not the same as the critical thinking ability of adults because the structure of knowledge possessed between the
two is very different.

• It can be concluded with reading skills in Indonesia, the reading skills of the respondents studied are quite good in the sense that they can be started at Level 2 in
accordance with the OECD (Economic Co-operation and Development). Level 2 can be explained that students are ordinary and simple in understanding literally,
but students can connect pieces of information, make broader conclusions from the available information, and connect texts with personal experiences even though
there are no clear instructions stated clearly.

• From this study, it can be inferred that there is a positive correlation between critical reading skills and reading skills. This is in line with previous research stating
that the correlation between critical thinking and reading skills is positive. The variables of each study that distinguish critical thinking skills can affect reading
skills. According to Cahyana et al. (2017), Ristanto (2018), and Yurizan et al. (2018), a person's reading ability could be influenced by his critical thinking skills.
Reading skills are the basic capital in conducting critical thinking activities.



Conclusion

• The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between critical thinking skills and reading skills,
especially in the activity of reading Korean language texts for Korean Language Education students’ batch 2019.
The results of the analysis showed that the respondents' critical thinking skills were categorized as good. Then, the
reading skills of the respondents were categorized as quite good. Furthermore, the relationship between critical
thinking skills and reading skills in Korean was positively correlated with the low category.

• For further research, it is necessary to improve on the factors that influence critical thinking activities and reading
skills, especially in foreign languages. In addition, in a different research approach, such as a qualitative approach,
this approach is aimed to find out the factors of critical thinking ability more carefully and in-depth. Furthermore, if
the researcher uses the same approach, namely a quantitative approach, the measurement of variables is not
perceptual or conditional but substantively so that it is developed to obtain an accurate illustration and
understanding.
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